[Lack of consensus on drug interactions: a descriptive analysis of information on interactions in the Laegemiddelkatalog, Medicinfortegnelse and product descriptions].
Practitioners' experience with inconsistencies between two Danish handbooks and the SPCs have lead to this comparative analysis of information on drug interactions in these publications. On the same background, a Danish database with drug interactions based on evidence and transparency is established. The material comprises information on 62 randomly selected drugs marketed in Denmark and described in the Laegemiddelkatalog, Medicinfortegnelse and 62 SPCs. A total of 586 drug interactions was analysed. This is a comparative analysis of the discrepancies of the information, the exactness of the name of the interacting drug, and applicability for health care personnel. The comparison of the three sources shows inconsistency for 78% of the interactions. Fifty-nine percent of the interactions are mentioned in one source only. The distribution among the categories in the exactness of the name of the interacting drug (p=0.02), and applicability for health care personnel (p=0.0001) is not uniform for the three sources. The SPCs are less exact in mentioning the interacting drug and more often recommend actions to be taken to ameliorate drug interactions. The consistency among the sources is relatively low. The inconsistency may contribute to patients' exposure to potentially severe drug interactions, first and foremost because of the omission of potentially severe drug interactions in the sources. It may also contribute to confusion on the part of health care personnel and drug users, which once again may lead to inadequate drug utilisation. There is a need for information on drug interactions and a consensus nationally in Denmark and probably internationally as well.